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Housing Continuum of Care – Bucks County, Executive Committee Meeting Minutes 

August 19, 2016 

Present: Rich Aichele, Roger Collins, Don Detweiler, Stefanie Hendel, Deborah Kirkner, Tracy Mellor, Deb 

Neidhardt, Joelle Pitts, Joyce Schug, Matt Uhler, Marti Woglom 

Absent: Erin Lukoss, Marlene Piasecki, Jon Rubin 

Approval of July 15, 2016 Minutes (Don Detweiler): Marti Woglom made the motion to approve the 

minutes of the July 15, 2016 meeting. The motion was seconded by Rich Aichele. All approved, none 

opposed. 

 Discussion of CoC priorities and the ranking method:  

Stefanie attended a HUD session on what should be included in a ranking tool. Recommendations 

included returns to homelessness, decreasing length of stay, increasing benefits, housing first approach, 

data quality, and rates of exits. All but length of stay were incorporated in to the ranking (length of stay 

was not an appropriate measure for many of the programs). Additional tips from HUD included: 

experience doesn’t outweigh outcomes, don’t continue to fund projects for the sake of keeping 

buildings in inventory, consider new and renewal projects equally, look at funding levels in similar CoCs, 

use bonus points for priority projects, rank previous cycle reallocated project near the top (they have 

not had a chance to perform yet).  

 As reported to the CoC, the ranking system for projects was updated to include ranking tools for 

renewal transitional, rapid re-housing, and permanent supportive housing projects, reallocated 

projects and supportive services only projects. 

 The renewal project ranking tool was updated to include additional performance outcomes 

including returns to homelessness. 

 It was determined that, in keeping with community needs, supportive services only projects that 

funded the coordinated entry process would receive additional points for being system wide 

impact projects. 

 It was determined that reallocated and new projects would be scored based on most recent 

agency CoC project performance to determine agency capacity and quality of outcomes. 

 It was further determined that all ranking tools would be based on a 100 point scale and 

projects were ranked according to points awarded. 

 In consideration of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rankings, it was determined that the renewal project for 

Bucks County Opportunity Council ReStart Economic Self-Sufficiency would fall into both Tiers 1 

and 2.  This decision was based upon the limited amount of funding for Tier 1 projects (93% of 

the Annual Renewal funding from last year) and the ranking of the project.  

 Following review of the critical measurements as noted, two permanent supportive housing and 

one transitional housing project were categorized as Tier 2.  This decision was based upon the 

limited about of funding for Tier 1 projects and the ranking of the projects. 

Use of Reallocated Funds: 
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The CoC had two projects voluntarily opt out for renewal as transitional Housing projects–Valley Youth 

House Supportive Housing for Young Adults - $331,806 and Keystone Opportunity Center Upper Bucks 

Transitional Housing - $18,242, and instead modify the programs to two new rapid rehousing projects.  

The Valley Youth House rapid rehousing project would provide rapid rehousing financial assistance and 

case management to transition age youth between the ages of 18-24.  The Keystone Opportunity Center 

rapid rehousing project would provide rapid rehousing financial assistance and case management to 

individuals in targeted subpopulations throughout the CoC. 

Permanent Housing Bonus 

Under the Permanent Housing Bonus, the CoC is eligible for up to $71,960 for a new project (5% of the 

CoC’s FPRN).  HUD requires that this be for RRH or PSH that will serve 100 percent chronically homeless 

families and individuals.  A Permanent Housing Bonus project was submitted by Keystone Opportunity 

Center for rapid rehousing to families in targeted subpopulations throughout the CoC.  No permanent 

supportive housing projects were proposed. 

In discussing CoC priorities, Don Detweiler emphasized that transitional housing works and is a viable 

approach to assisting specialized populations that require that type of an intervention.   

After review of the ranking process and scoring matrix, and giving consideration to the parameters and 

priorities set forth by HUD, a motion to accept the ranking tool was made by Tracy Mellor. The motion 

was seconded by Rich Aichele. All agreed, none opposed.  

After review of the scores, a motion to accept the final scoring was made by Matt Uhler. The motion was 

seconded by Tracy Mellor. The motion was accepted by unanimous consent.  

Because there is a regional HUD meeting on the day of the next CoC meeting, the executive committee 

suggested moving the general meeting back by one week to Thursday, Sept. 29. 

Training (Deb Neidhardt):  On September 30, there will be a morning conversation. There will also be a 

Bridges training in the fall. They are looking at the feasibility for training library staff.  

LHOT (Joyce Schug): Jeff Fields from Self-Determination Housing Project talked about housing equality. 

The next focus might be on landlord engagement and forensic history. The group will meet again on 

October 18. 

SOAR (Joyce Schug): Data will be due soon. There aren’t enough SOAR trained case managers - training 

is free and available online. Currently, potential SOAR cases are not being identified at assessment. 

Outcomes Committee / Data Management (Stefanie Hendel): The committee reviewed the new 

priority list reporting. While there isn’t much data yet, one trend is that a number of people have self-

resolved. Highest service needs were shelter, rapid rehousing, and rental assistance. The majority of 

clients were in lower bucks.  The group is working on what to add to the reports. The group also looked 

at three of the CoC application questions related to performance measures (reducing return to 

homelessness, improving income, and connect clients to employment).  
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Housing Link (Stefanie Hendel):  They had representatives from veterans’ services – there are three 

points of contact that should be used (VA medical center, Hope for Veterans, and Veteran Multi-service 

Center). Also reviewed HMIS data and priority list data. It was recommended that an ad hoc workgroup 

be formed to look at policies.  Roger indicated that there is a need to develop an operating manual for 

rapid rehousing so that performance could be improved.  

Local Preference (Rich Aichele):  The numbers are good, between 80% and 86% retain their vouchers. 

HAB (Roger Collins): Recommendations are being evaluated, and acceptance is expected in late 

September or early October. 

 

 

Notes submitted by Matt Uhler, Secretary HCoC-BC 


